
In the coming years many buildings 
of religious heritage are at stake, due 
to the decrease of churchgoers and 
church visitors. Many churches, cloisters 
and other religious building in the 
Netherlands become vacant. In villages 
and cities people value these buildings 
in their context and are aware of their 
significance. Beside the secularisation a 
lot of religious heritage is under-used.

The city church ‘Het Steiger’ in Rotterdam 
and Christus Triumfator church in The 
Hague are the cases for this research 
and design studio. ‘Het Steiger’ has 
roman catholic identity and includes a 
cloister. The Christus Triumfator church 
has the protestant identity with communal 
functions. These two Post-war churches 
were built with the idea for providing a 
place for contemplation in a changing 
context and society.
What is the tolerance for change 
without affecting the character of these 
buildings? What urgent contemporary 
and societal functions can these buildings 
accommodate based on their values? 

What can its character contribute, and 
what dilemmas need to be resolved to 
realise a future-proofed re-use?

This studio will use research and design 
simultaneously. A body of knowledge will 
be built by the student group in design 
by research and research by design. 
By creating thematic scenarios, the 
intervention strategy for the redesign is 
defined. The result is an individual design 
based.

This design course will provide lessons 
in Heritage & Architecture. The specific 
educational method offers a set of 
necessary components to develop the 
design.

Tutors
Lidy Meijers
Alexander de Ridder

Code AR0682
Credits 15 ECTS
Location Rotterdam

The Hague
Excursion -
Costs -

   

The city church ‘Het Steiger’ Rotterdam (image Lidy Meijers 2022)

Heritage & Architecture
MSc 2  20th Century Heritage 
Het Steiger in Rotterdam / Christus Triumfator in The Hague
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This studio will be in collaboration with the 
Atelier Politie Bouwmeester (APbm) to 
revitalising Police owned buildings. In the 
coming years 30% of real estate objects 
owned by the police in the Netherlands 
needs to be redeveloped.

HA is invited by APbm to challenge 
students to come up with ideas for the 
redesign of two Police stations: Central 
police station Rotterdam and Police 
station Kroonstraat in Utrecht.

These police stations both show time 
layers of their building periods. From the 
changing context and their architectural 
and technological aspects questions 
arise. It is about identity, adaptability, 
values, feasibility, and sustainability. 
The research contributes to the broader 
question of this specific vacant heritage: 
can you find indicators for change and 
future use? What are general concepts 
for revitalisation and preservation?

What is the tolerance for change in 
relation to contemporary demands? 

The new program will be a police post 
and (new forms of) social housing. HA 
asks you by research and design to 
come up with a redesign for one of the 
complexes and to make a preservation 
design for the oldest wing of that 
complex.

Working in this studio will give you the 
opportunity to discuss with the people 
from the APbm.

This design course will provide lessons 
in Heritage & Architecture. The specific 
educational method offers a set of 
necessary components to develop the 
redesign.

Tutors
Lidy Meijers
Alexander de Ridder

Code AR0682
Credits 15 ECTS
Location Rotterdam

Utrecht
Excursion -
Costs -

   

Central police station Rotterdam (image Lidy Meijers 2022)

Heritage & Architecture
MSc 2  Adapting Heritage 
Central police station R’dam / Police station Kroonstraat Utrecht
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